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This is the release of a new XOOPS Photo Album, is based on XOOPS code and all you
XOOPers should feel right at home.

Demo site (Please! no posting here!):
http://datsun1200.com

Support site (Forum, bugs, and features requests):
http://xoopsforge.sourceforge.net/xf/project/?myalbum

Direct download:
http://datsun1200.com/modules/mydownloads/visit.php?lid=11

 It's the first release, but I'm already using it in my production site, hope it's stable for the rest of
you that choose to use it. Was developed in linux and only tested in windows once, worked!
 And the final statment, this is pleasureware, meaning that was done on my free time,
competing with friends, moutain biking, music, datsuns... lazyness and job , as all future
develoment will be and you are all welcome to join in! Sorry about the moral lesson, but we
xoopers some times forget that and turn this thing to pressureware.

Enjoy!

daniel

PS:

 here goes a copy paste of the README file:

 MyAlbum is a photo album for the XOOPS (https://xoops.org) CMS, it's based on XOOPS OO
code with XOOPS classes beeing used when ever possible.
It was based on mylinks module, with comments from xoopspoll and the upload of photos using
the avatar upload code.
The demo site ishttp://datsun1200.com and the development site
ishttp://xoopsforge.sourceforge.net/xf/project/?myalbum

The Licence is GPL (http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html).
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Features:
 - XOOPS based code
 - Unlimited Categories
 - Search
 - Batch upload
 - Image size upload limits
 - Blocks
  - Last comments on site
  - Tops
  - Random photo
 - Comments XOOPS style
 - Photo rating
 - Admin section

Requirements:
 - XOOPS RC 3.0.3
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  - Last comments on site
  - Tops
  - Random photo
 - Comments XOOPS style
 - Photo rating
 - Admin section

Requirements:
 - XOOPS RC 3.0.3
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